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EDITO�’S NOTES

I T MIGHT NOT BE UNIQUE, but the 1982 First

Year class of the University of Natal (UKZN

today) has produced in succession two

Presidents of the South African Institute of

Architects, Kate Otten, 2020-21, and now a member

of the KwaZulu-Natal region of SAIA, Ruben Reddy,

2021-22.  To mark the occasion, as many of the class

as could be reached were invited to contribute to

this issue.

When Rodney Harber, who had taught the Year 1

class, learnt of the topic, he immediately offered to

contribute and place the class within the socio-

political context of the time. In turn and at their

own initiative, members of the class penned their

reminiscences.   

Of all the class lists I might have kept during my

long academic career, I note that I have only saved

two, one being of Second Year 1983, when Colin

Savage, the late Fin Heunis and I taught the

illustrious First Year class of 1982. This was an

exceptional cohort of top students, and it has been

a pleasure to observe the successes of their careers

in South Africa and the various parts of the world. 

I trust that readers will delight in the talent

herein demonstrated. 

Walter Peters, Editor

The venue for the function, KZNSA Gallery, 1995-1996. The competition-winning design was the inaugural project

of the practice Walters & Cohen, of which both principals, Cindy and Michál, respectively, were members of the

Year 1 class of 1982.

ABOVE, Clockwise: A word of welcome by the sponsors, Corobrik, delivered

by Christopher du Trevou, KZN Director of Sales. 

Guest speaker was Nadia Tromp, immediate past-President of the Gauteng

Institute for Architecture, 2018-2020, and a 2021 winner of the Vassilis

Sgoutas Prize for ‘implemented architecture serving the impoverished’ of

the Union of International Architects, awarded for her “deep sense of social

commitment grounded in pragmatic and simple design solutions, which

foster human dignity and community engagement”.

Valedictory speech by outgoing SAIA-KZN President, Patrick Smith. 

MC of ceremony was Monique Gillespie, a Vice-President of SAIA-KZN. 

Photography by Geoff Redman, Ocean Driven Media
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SAIA-KZN NEWS

2021 SAIA-KZN Presidential

inauguration 

On Tuesday, 19th October, the KwaZulu Natal

region of the SA Institute of Architects

inaugurated it’s 50th President, Sikhumbuzo

(Skura) Mtembu. The evening function was

held at KZNSA Gallery, which neighbours the

Institute’s base in Bulwer Road, Durban. As

the Covid-19 pandemic is not over, sanitising

of hands and social distancing was observed,

and masks removed for photographing. 

Sikhumbuzo (Skura) Mtembu is the 50th

President of SAIA-KZN, founded 1901. 

Since the millennium, his predecessors in

office are:

41st Trish Emmett

1999 –2000 and 2001–2002

42nd Mohideen Abdul 

(Gaf) Gafoor 2003–2004  

43rd Bruce Clark

2005– 2006  

44th Ivor Daniel

2007– 2008 

45th Miles Pennington

2009–2010 

46th Nina Saunders

2011– 2012  

47th Kevin Bingham

2013– 2014  

48th Ruben Reddy

2015–2016 and 2017–2018  

49th Patrick Smith

2019 – 2020  

For a list of 20c Presidents, 

see KZNIA Journal 1/2001.  

FROM TOP:

50th SAIA-KZN President, Skura

Mtembu making his inaugural

speech

Past Presidents of SAIA-KZN in

attendance, from left, Patrick Smith,

Mohideen Abdul (Gaf) Gafoor, Trish

Emmett, Kevin Bingham, incumbent

President Sikhumbuzo (Skura)

Mtembu, Ivor Daniel and Ruben

Reddy. 

President Skura with Khulekani

Shabalala, left, countering with the

medal he won at the 2021 Cape

Town Marathon, and right, Dr David

Mohale.

Prof Ambrose Adebayo, Jonathan

Edkins, Angela Wilson, Journal

editorial committee chair.    

Dr Mxolisi Dlamuka, Head of

Secretariat & Administration, KZN

Amafa & Research Institute, Pauline

Hayward, SAIA-KZN Media portfolio

holder, Lindsay Napier, Sipho Kula. 

Jodi Davids Harber, Lawrence

Ogunsanya, Academic Leader,

Discipline of Architecture, School of

the Built Environment and

Development Studies, UKZN.

Photography for the function by Geoff

Redman, Ocean Driven Media



following two

approved post-

graduate degrees,

which are to be 

offered from 2022 in a 

full-time capacity over one

year or part-time over two. 

B.Arch (Hons). Candidates 

in possession of an

undergraduate qualification

in Architecture at NQF Level

7 will be admitted for study,

provided the attainment in

previous studies at NQF

Level 7 (3rd year BAS or

B.Tech) reflect an academic

average minimum score of

sixty per cent and a

minimum of sixty per cent

for the Architectural Design

and Theory modules.

M. Arch (Prof). Candidates

in possession of a post-

graduate qualification in

Architecture at NQF Level 8,

will be admitted for study

with a draft research

proposal.
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Scrolls of honour 

A Scroll of Honour is a person-

al award, perhaps unique to

SAIA-KZN, which has been

presented irregularly since

1959 to persons who in an

extraordinary way and over a

long period of time have

advanced the cause of Archi -

tecture in the Province.  At

the inauguration ceremony,

President Skura Mtembu pre-

sented Scrolls of Honour on

behalf of the membership of

SAIA-KZN to structural 

engineer Hugh Bowman and

architect Richard Dobson. 

Hugh Andrew Bowman

was honoured for his dedicat-

ed services to the built 

environment of KZN, both

contemporary and historical.

The citation reads:  No build-

ing of substance is without

two designers, an architect

and an engineer. Architects

develop spatial designs, and

engineers design structures,

and for both designs to gel

requires understanding,

engagement, innovation, reli-

ability and commitment in

execution, qualities Hugh

Bowman exemplifies.

Richard Trefor Dobson was

honoured in recognition of 

his leadership in delivering

life-enhancing urban interven -

tions, precisely where need-

ed. The citation reads: Once it

became recognised in the

1990s that street trading was

an important part of the city,

and contributed significantly

to its economy and employ-

ment, it became important to

balance the challenges of

urban management with

appropriate architectural solu-

tions. Richard Dobson took on

the challenge of multi-level

collaboration, and within a

few years, at Warwick

Junction, provided a model

for emulation. Now, with

Asiye eTafuleni, he continues

the pursuit albeit at the scale

of the inner City. 

UKZN Architecture 
Learning Site

The discipline of Architecture

within the School of the 

Built Environment and

Development Studies, UKZN,

has announced the 

2021 SAIA-KZN Award

for Architecture: Book

Bodei, S (Ed) Hans Hallen:

Selected 1960s projects in

Durban. Melfi: Casa editrice

Libria, 2020.

SAIA-KZN has conferred

regional awards for Research

(2011) and for Works of Social

Importance (2019) but never

for a book.  

For this Awards category,

SAIA-KZN regional committee

appointed Kevin Bingham

convenor of the jury

comprising Prof Arthur Barker

(University of Pretoria), Mike

Louw (University of Cape

Town) and SAIA-KZN member,

Ken Howie. 

The focus is on research

that expands knowledge and

understanding of architecture

in the broadest sense.

Consequently, the following

criteria was considered:

1. Does the publication make

a meaningful contribution to

the study of South African

and Provincial architecture by

providing new knowledge? 

2. Is there a strong and clear

research purpose, that

demonstrates critical

analytical engagement? 

3. Is the publication

academically defensible? 

4. Appropriateness of

structure, typography, and

academic referencing. 

5. Quality of illustrations,

their visual and/or tactile

quality.

The jury recommended an

‘Award for Architecture: Book’

and concluded with the

following citation: 

SAIA-KZN President

Skura Mtembu

presented a Scroll

of Honour to both

Richard Dobson

(left) and structural

engineer Hugh

Bowman. 
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Correction, Issue 2/2021:

Obituary, Mthembeni Mkhize

(1955-2021)

The tribute credited to Ruben Reddy is,

in fact, by Adheema Davis, while that

ascribed to her is by Penny Sebe, SAIA

Executive Manager: Transformation.

The tribute by SAIA-President Ruben

Reddy follows:   

To say Mthembeni was generous of spirit

would be an understatement in extreme.

Here was a man who could so easily have

chosen a life of excess and opportunity

to the point of immeasurable wealth yet

his calling in life was to serve. He

graduated as the oldest in his class some

fifteen years after he had begun his

journey in architecture. Yet displayed a

grace that bared no malice to those who

perpetrated that denial.

As President of SAIA-KZN, when

Mthembeni was head of the School of

the Built Environment and Development

Studies, UKZN, we discussed the need for

the Institute to involve itself.

Subsequently Mthembeni became the

first black African recipient of a SAIA-

KZN Scroll of Honour in 2015; that was

under my watch on his retirement. I

remember being asked at a regional

committee meeting why someone who

has only just retired is deserving of such

honour. Shockingly I had to defend this

by pointing out that Mthembeni firstly

had been denied access to the University

as a matriculant in 1973 and waited

another five years to be admitted, only

to be failed and excluded by those in

charge when he could, and worse still

had to wait another ten years after that

before he could return. We all owe this

man collective thanks.

Throughout Mthembeni’s short time

at the helm as CEO of SAIA we got close,

sharing often personal stories with each

other. Reminiscing on our past struggles

and reflecting on what needed to be

done so those experiences never

happened again. He displayed a strength

that one never associated with this

otherwise quiet discerning man. It’s at

this moment that one recognised this

man’s humanity.

I conclude with a quote by Maya

Angelou: 

“I've learned that people will forget

what you said, people will forget what

you did, but people will never forget 

how you made them feel.”

Ruben Reddy

Recipients of Scrolls of

Honour since the

millennium: 

2000: John Frost, Rodney
Harber, Brian Johnson. 

2011: Michel Jacobs, 
Derek Wang, Walter Peters,
Derek Crofton
(posthumously).

2012: Bharti Vital, 
Bruce Clark.

2014: Trish Emmett, 
Ivor Daniel, Jonathan
Edkins, Kevin Bingham. 

2015: Mthembeni Mkhize,
Sydney Baillon, Ken Howie,
Joan Seirlis (posthumously.)

2019: Robert Brusse.

For the list of 20c
recipients see 
KZNIA Journal 1/2001.  
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The book, ‘Hans Hallen.

Selected 1960s projects in

Durban’, through a collection

of essays, drawings and

photographs, provides

valuable insight into the early

work of Hans Heyerdahl

Hallen in Durban during the

1960s. Edited by Silvia Bodei,

and with contributions by

Bodei, Walter Peters, Rodney

Harber, and Michele Jacobs, it

investigates the links between

his built work and his

drawings, many of which are

kept in the Hans Hallen

Drawings Collection at the

University of KwaZulu-Natal. 

The book provides a good

contextualisation of his work

in terms of international and

local trends, and it raises

questions about practicing

during a problematic political

dispensation. It highlights the

importance of architectural

archives for research and as a

record, and it is encouraging

that these drawings have been

digitised. 

The book draws on primary

research by making extensive

use of this archival collection,

through site visits, through

interviews with Hallen, and

through the recollections of

some of his former

collaborators. It also draws on

secondary research by citing

relevant sources, which

together with the content, can

be a valuable resource for

further research.

The book makes a positive

contribution to a limited

existing body of work on the

architecture of KwaZulu-Natal

and South Africa more

broadly. It affords an

understanding of a selected

range of work of an architect

associated with Durban during

a particular period through a

description of his education

and career, both locally and

internationally, and the

influences that forged his

approach to architecture.

The 2021 SAIA-KZN Award

for Architecture and the

Special Mention (see SAIA-

KZN journal 2/2021) were

conferred at the ceremony

held at the Institute on

Friday, 1st October, where all

nine entries were on

exhibition. As Silvia Bodei

could only attend virtually,

the Book award was received

by Rodney Harber.

Riebeeck, 208 Problem Mkhize Rd, Durban, architects Hallen & Dibb, 1964. 

A service staircase placed on the diagonal, proud of the building. 

Mabel Palmer student residence, UKZN, architects Hallen & Dibb, 1966.

Clerestory-lit interior court of one block.

*See NIA Journal  2/1994. 
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A
S MANY OF THIS COHORT as could be traced

were invited to submit a photograph, brief

curriculum vitae beginning in 1982, and a

project, which as presented here speak

collectively of achievements in South Africa and

various parts of the world, all their teachers and

most architects would be proud of. 

The Year 1 Class of ’82 in Context

A memorable class photograph [overleaf] was handed to me by a

concerned student, who had rescued it from a rubbish bin outside the

Biermann Architectural Library. It immediately brought memories

flooding back – I could recall a good yarn, or more, about every one of

the students. The Head of School, Don Dyke-Wells is now well into his

nineties and there is Kevin McGarry from BDG, as a tutor.

What has transpired during the last forty years has been fascinating

to read about. Some were fresh out of school and some battle weary

via Angola, some had to leave the course early to avoid call-up to

National Service, and we have now seen the social power of ‘the old

school tie’ as two became successive National Presidents of SAIA.

Some have formed impressive design teams with each other which

have gained international recognition, others formed multi-disciplinary

alliances, and some have been dumped. Some finished their courses

and further post graduate degrees elsewhere and many have simply

evaporated! There is an airline pilot, a mountaineer, a lecturer, a

budding award-winning Landscape Architect, and plenty of cynics. The

social cost of the diaspora has evidently been enormous. As the

speaker in a recent UCT school talk commented: Archi School is like a

liberal arts degree on steroids- a great training for virtually anything.

1982 was the fountainhead of enormous transition. When I

commenced my studies during the late fifties there were only two

females in our class. They both failed which left only one female in the

whole school and we were all white. In this class we can see women

sharing, at last, and this situation prevails today where females are

about half of the class. Other races are starting to appear in this class

photograph until today at UKZN, where there is only one white

student in the class of fifty of whom forty percent are Africans. Now

we have a good picture of our Institute membership in 2050.

It was also a period of tumultuous political awakening. Our campus

was riddled with informers and by the time this class graduated, I was

invigilating and staring onto the Mercurochrome smeared head, still

with glass splinters embedded, from the Magoo’s Bar bombing, of a

student who is smiling happily in the photograph. The social

conscience was awakened and had started to take effect. In response

to the plight of informal settlements, the UNAHTU* project was
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formed the same year and BESG1 the year afterwards,–

both these were able to prove themselves, with

participation by these students, during the Demoina

Floods in 1984. The UDF2 started to influence our

school politics. This eventually led to the dismantling

of Leslie Croft’s dream3 with Construction and

Quantity Surveying hiving off into eventual oblivion.

By 1986 architect Hans Schirmacher had mobilised

‘Architects Against Apartheid’ and the Natal School

lost RIBA recognition. I was taught a lesson about

judgement by responding to an invitation from the

ANC in exile, to appear before their Culture Desk in

London. I was to plead for the readmission of our

school, based on our extra curricula record. After

being ushered up a narrow staircase, near Tottenham

Court Road, I entered a small room with two

gentlemen seated behind a desk. I introduced myself

nervously and the chair responded. ’I know you. My

name is Steven Reid and you failed me in first year!’

Rodney Harber, 

1982 First Year Studio Master & Year Co-ordinator

The Staff of Year 1 of 1982 

The class of ’82 had an unusual blend of diverse, talent-

ed and eccentric lecturers and a studio environment

where the cross-pollination of ideas was presupposed.

In addition, we benefitted from a substantive training

in architectural basics, frequently lacking in many of

today’s schools of architecture around the world.

From Professor Barrie Biermann explaining classical

proportions; Prof Ted Tollman teaching us about

spatial planning; Dr Walter Peters insisting that every

plan should have a north point, the significance of

which we didn’t appreciate at the time; Bernie “vent

pipe” Clarke; Derek “I don’t use soap or deodorant”

Wang, our eco-friendly building science lecturer who

was decades ahead of his time; Brian ‘Heritage’

Kearney; to Jessie “please learn how to spell

accommodation” Birss, the only qualified woman

architect in a Department of men; and not forgetting

Dianna Kenton’s art history and life drawing classes

and the great Rodney Harber, who made studying

enormous fun. 

This core team was augmented by Hazel Sherwood

[Bond] the librarian extraordinaire who could find you

plans of any building to fit to your site, scaled up or

down on the library photo copier. Studio tutors from

youthful Building Design Group engaged passionately

in the teaching of architecture, and field trips to the

Berg and other places were drunken and memorable. 

We all benefitted from a balanced, well-rounded

education, and many of us have gone on to have

successful careers, design game-changing buildings

and contribute to the discourse on architecture in

many different countries around the world.o
Dean Jay & Cindy Walters

01 Rita Makanjee; 02 Stuart Walker;

03 Thorsten Wanoth; 04 Colin

Polwarth; 05 Unidentified;

06 Richard Neal; 07 Danny

Hattingh; 08 Ruben Reddy;

09 Unidentified; 10 Kate Otten;

11 Sandy Voortman;

12 Unidentified; 13 Dave Azor;

14 Colin Sweby; 15 Pieter Zitman;

16 Ingrid Kirk; 17 Unidentified;

18 Navin Kistan; 19 Unidentified;

20 Kika Magalhães; 21 Gary Pallat;

22 Dean Jay; 23 Mike Tod (1964-

2015); 24 Brett Robinson; 25 Bruce

Clark; 26 Vivienne Westwood;

27 Deidre Herrington;

28 Unidentified; 29 Wendy Gallie;

30 Valerie Sargeant; 31 Studio

master and Year co-ordinator,

Rodney Harber; 32 Studio master

Kevin McGarry; 33 Cathy Mocke;

34 Studio master and Department

Head, Prof Don Dyke Wells;

35 Jennie Castle; 36 Angela Butler;

37 Eric Ørts-Hansen; 38 Janina

Mosojada; 39 Michál Cohen;

40 Cindy Walters; 41 Amanda

Smith.

1. See NIA Journal 2/1994. 

2. United Democratic Front, a

multi-racial confederation of

church, community and trade

union organisations launched

in 1983, primarily to the

introduction of the tricameral

constitution and the rejection

of the apartheid state

(Worden, N A concise

dictionary of SA history. Cape

Town: Francolin, 1998). 

3. Leslie Croft, Head of the

Department of Architecture

and in 1975 begetter of the

Faculty of Architecture &

Allied Disciplines,

disestablished in 1998.  

     01                              02                             03                             04                             05                             06                             07                            08

     09                              10                              11                             12                              13

     14                              15                              16                             17                              18                              19                              20                              

     21                              22                             23                             24                             25

     26                              27                             28                             29                             30                              31

     32                              33                             34

     35                              36                             37                             38                             39                             40                              41                              
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TOP: Year 1 class on a field trip in the

Drakensburg.

ABOVE, back row, from left: Cathy

Mocke, Ruben Reddy, Michál Cohen; front

Erik Ørts-Hansen, and Amanda West, née

Smith. 

Above: The First Year class of 1982

with their studio staff

photographed in Shepstone

Building, University of Natal, UKZN

today.

Left: Cover of NPIA 3/1982,

Newsletter of the Natal Provincial

Institute of Architects, dedicated to

work of the ‘Natal School’. The

cover features the full-time staff

and Denis Shepstone building in

which the discipline remains

accommodated. The caption reads:

“From left to right: top: Prof Don

Dyke-Wells, Prof Barrie Biermann,

Prof Ted Tollman.

Middle: Brian Kearney, Peter

Stewart, Jessie Birss, Errol Haarhoff,

Rodney Harber, Dr Wally Peters.

Bottom: Bernie Clark, Dennis

Claude, Dr Derek Wang.

Part-time staff members include:

Dan Cook, Dr Brian Dougherty, Bill

Ellens, John Ferguson, Richard

Dobson, John Frost, Rob Johnson,

Diana Kenton, Ken Moull, Kevin Mc

Garry, Paul Mikula, Colin Savage,

Gerald Seitter, Phil Thompson and

John Wilkins.”
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I
N 2016 MICHÁL COHEN was invited to address the annual conference of

the Independent Schools Association of South Africa on the topic ‘School

Architecture: meeting 21st century needs.’  

In her presentation, Michál singled out five points: to deliver a desired

curriculum the design had to be ‘functionally exceptional’, the building

had to enhance its context, provide passive comfort by responding

positively to the environment, use appropriate and durable building

materials, and offer dual usage possibilities. The commission at Somerset College

followed and Walters & Cohen had to live up to these expectations. 

The name, ESTEAM, is derived from a pedagogy that teaches Entrepreneurship,

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics by way of an

interdisciplinary, collaborative and project-based learning model. Somerset College

wanted a building for teaching those subjects in ways that would engage students

and give teachers the means to support individual and group investigations. 

Much was pre-determined by the existing buildings on the campus, particularly

orientation. The site falls by a full level from south to north,

suggesting an elongated building with access on grade at

the main entrance and also the necessity of a considerable

staircase. Making a virtue of that necessity, the staircase

was placed on the southern end of a double-volumed space

that runs the length of the building, much like a galleria.

Lining this on the east are a variety of spaces on two levels

for classroom work, studios, experiments, displays and

performances. But the staircase was developed to also

accommodate a bank of tiered seats, literally setting the

stage for any number of possibilities within the galleria.

And wherever one is in the building, views connect the

users to their beautiful surroundings.

ESTEAM Centre is sheltered by a peripheral colonnade

to keep direct sunlight off the core of the building.

Additionally, vines were planted on cables along the east

elevation to create shade in summer while being without

foliage in winter early morning warmth could penetrate

while existing trees and sliding shutters temper the building on the west. Similarly,

serried pitched roofs rotated through 90 degrees allow indirect daylighting from

the south through high-level roof windows.

Human comfort is achieved by capturing fresh air at low level, which rises as it

warms and by way of openable louvres in the gables of the pitched roofs is

extracted at high level to effectively cool the interiors by convection, with the

concrete structure and floors providing thermal mass. 

Given the modest budget, there is nothing fanciful about the building.

Hardwearing, robust materials were chosen and typically used in their raw form

e.g. concrete left either off-shutter or ground and polished. The project was

delivered on time and under budget.

Does ESTEAM Centre live up to expectations? The Deputy Head of Academics

and Innovation at Somerset College, Ms Clare Searle, concluded “…explicitly

designed as a transformational and aspirational space... [the design]

unequivocally encourages a culture of collaborative enquiry [and] teachers and

learners will only be limited by their own imaginations.” –Editor o
Architects: Walters & Cohen, London (Michál Cohen, Giovanni Bonfanti)

Local architects/project managers: 2AD Space Architects, Somerset West 

Cindy Walters, London

Cindy studied Architecture at

the University of Natal, now

UKZN, from 1982 to 1987

and remains friends with

many of her classmates. She

spent her year-out working 

in London and returned 

after graduating cum laude.

In 1990, Cindy joined Foster 

& Partners; projects included

Stansted Airport and the

Cambridge Law Faculty

Library.

In 1994 she and Michál

Cohen set up Walters &

Cohen Architects. Cindy has

led a diverse range of

education, leisure and

cultural projects, including

the Gallery of Botanical Art at

Kew Gardens, the much-loved

Vajrasana Buddhist Retreat

Centre in Suffolk, and a new

building for Newnham

College, Cambridge. Her

holistic and collaborative

approach results in buildings

that are loved by their users

and recognised for their

design excellence and

craftsmanship.

Cindy regularly contributes

to academic and professional

institutions as an external

examiner and guest lecturer.

Her long-standing

involvement with the RIBA

Awards Group has included

judging the Lubetkin Prize,

Stirling Prize, and President's

Research Awards. She is a

member of the RIBA

Validation Board and a

competition adviser.

In 2019 Cindy became

chair of The Architecture

Foundation. She is one of the

Design Council's associates

and regularly judges at the

World Architecture Festival.

In 2012, she and Michál

received the inaugural AJ

Woman Architect of the Year

award, and Cindy continues

to promote diversity and

inclusion in her duties and

practice. If that's not

impressive enough, Cindy is

also currently undertaking a

PhD at the Bartlett.

Michál Cohen, London

Michál studied Architecture

at the University of Natal

from 1982 to 1987. She

worked at practices in Durban

and the UK, and subsequently

made London her home,

completing her Part 3 in 1991

at the University of

Westminster. She continues

to be involved with the

University as an external

examiner and guest lecturer. 

Michál and Cindy Walters

met on their first day at

university in 1982 and

became good friends. In 1994

the pair set up Walters &

Cohen Architects together in

London, and their first

competition win was –

ironically – the KZNSA gallery

in Durban. 

Michál worked on

nurseries, health clubs and

residential projects, and in

2003 she led a research

project to design an exemplar

primary school for the UK

Department for Education.

Since then, several innovative

schools have been completed

based on the exemplar’s

principles, which Michál

revised in 2012 for the much-

acclaimed Lairdsland Primary

School in Glasgow. Michál is

an inventive problem solver

and is well established as an

expert on design in learning

environments.

In 2012 Cindy and Michál

received the inaugural AJ

Woman Architect of the Year

award. Michál regularly

examines and lectures at

universities, speaks at

conferences and adjudicates

awards, and in 2020 was

made an Honorary Professor

of Architecture at the

University of Nottingham. She

is a trustee for Portsmouth

Naval Base Property Trust, a

chair for the Design South-

East (England) review panel, a

Design Council (UK) associate,

and a member of the London

Legacy Development

Corporation.

ESTEAM CENTRE, SOMERSET

COLLEGE, SOMERSET WEST

The project won a Special Commendation in the 2021 AIA UK Awards programme.

(http://www.aiauk.org/winners-2021a). The jury “found the design to be innovative

for its location, and beautiful in its simplicity. We were impressed with the well-

considered passive design approach, with no active heating or cooling at its core.

Congratulations to all involved.” –Editor
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ESTEAM Centre within its setting.

BELOW, top: The double volume

along the western side seen from

south. 

Writable glass boards, windows

and glass sliding doors as well as

moveable, reconfigurable desks

with write-on, wipe-off surfaces

and adjustable seating all help to

answer a different, more active

and collaborative requirement of

teaching and learning.

VERSO: The double volume

galleria along the west.

View from east. 

Photograph: Somerset

College / André Engelbrecht.
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T
HE RUSSIAN BID for the 2014 Winter

Olympics was won on the concept

‘Gateway to the Future’. The concept

sketches and form of the multi-

purpose indoor arena were

developed for the bid book by Ruben

Reddy Architects and Botta

Management (Switzerland). The shape and even

patterns of its exterior were inspired by the jewelled

Imperial Russian Coronation egg of 1897, known also

as the Fabergé egg after its jeweller.  Once approved

by the Olympic committee, those sketches became

the starting point for the project.

Further design of its façade was largely influenced

by the actual location of the building, which is only

300m from the Black Sea shoreline.  The glazing wave-

like curve has two extremum that are facing Olympic

park and Caucasus Mountains on one side and Black

Sea on another.  This façade allows visitors to enjoy

the remarkable views and makes visible its interior

from the outside.  Glossy aluminium composite panels

of pearl colour cover the shell of the building

reflecting the surroundings and the changes of the

daylight.  The total surface area of this giant dome is

31745sqm, with a span of 193m and 142m and

maximum height of 40m. Due to the region’s

seismicity and soil conditions, the dome is raised upon

a podium which houses the athlete zone, training

arena, media centre, technological premises and

parking.

The interior design follows this centripetal move;

the closer you get to the showground – the more

condensed, textured and coloured it becomes.  Added

to that a bit of irony! Cold lobby and eerily hot bowl in

a rink! The airy lobby is naturally decorated with

shadows and highlights on its glossy floor and glass

barriers of its galleries, cold and inward, its design

plays with transparency and reflections, shades of

white and curvy surfaces. In the main auditorium of

the Arena the seats for its 12 000 visitors are coloured

from deep wine red to light grey, focusing attention

on the key activities of sports competition, hot, quick,

and dynamic too. o
Architects: Ruben Reddy Architects, Durban, and 

SIC Mostovic, Sochi (a construction company with 
in-house architects)
Project Team: Ruben Reddy, Carl Wright, Charles R.Botta, Rolf
Lauppi, Alexander Knyazev, Oleg Tsymbal, Nikita Tsymbal,
Dmitry Akulin, Inna Sitaeva, Natalya Temnikova, Valia Vdovina,
Andrey Zinoviev, Nadezhda Egorova, Igor Kolchanov, Ilya
Dobzhinsky.

Photographs supplied by SIC Mostovic, Sochi.

Ruben Reddy, Durban
SAIA-President 2021-22

Ruben Reddy FAILED that

first year in ’82. The Head of

Department and External

Examiner let him know he

couldn’t draw and maybe this

wasn’t a career worth

pursuing! Well, he still can’t

draw and couldn’t care!

Didn’t drop another year

after that and completed in

1988.

A week after hearing of

their completing the degree

requirements, Ruben and Erik

Ørts Hansen decided that

they would break the rules

and go straight into practice

eponymously under ‘Ørts

Hansen and Reddy

Architectural Graduates’. The

SACA and SAIA nexus applied

threats to prevent them from

practicing under that title.

Both were ignored.

The firm continued in that

style for another three years

and with the unbanning of

political organisations and

the release of Madiba, with

democracy on the horizon,

they both registered as

architects. With the lack of

work at the time, Erik left to

join SVA, and Ruben

continued under the style of

‘Ruben Reddy Architects’. 

Because of his activism

during the 1980s, various

appointments during the

democratic transition

included: 

Director of the Inter -

national Convention Centre

Construction Company by the

City of Durban representing

non-statutory organisations

(Civil Society, Political

Movements, and the Labour

movement), tasked with

developing the ICC.

A task team to re-

examine the registration of

architects by a

reconceptualized Council for

Architects and other related

skilled professionals

developed, with the

Department of Public Works,

a Pilot Roster to accelerate

opportunities for those

denied them under

apartheid.

Ruben Reddy is the 13th SAIA-KZN member to serve as SAIA-President, the

highest office of the SA Institute of Architects. His KZN predecessors are Kevin

Bingham 2016-17; Trish Emmett, 2004-06; Brian Johnson, 1994-96; Gordon Small,

1980-81; Hans Hallen, 1974-75; Keith Gow, 1969-70; Ernest Hudson-Bennet, 1964-

65; Jack Simpson, 1958-29; Sonny Tomkin, 1949-1950; Ron Bartholomew, 1942-43;

Ernest Powers, 1937-38; and Wilfred Payne, 1932-33.

BOLSHOY ICE DOME,
SOCHI, RUSSIA, 2014
The project received a Silver Award by the Internation -

al Association of Sports and Leisure Facilities (IAKS), a

recognised organisation of both the International

Olympic and Paralympic Committees. The jury conclud-

ed that the 12000-seat plus 128 wheelchair arena sets

new standards for universal access in Russia. – Editor

Then came the sports

buildings break. The 2004

Cape Town Olympic Bid

appointment to the team to

produce the bid book

catapulted Ruben into the

world of sports buildings and

event organisation. He led

the briefing and monitoring

of 8 sport facilities funded by

Government for the games

and as a legacy of the bid. 

After the unsuccessful

Olympic Bid, Ruben returned

to Durban and together with

Suren Indhul re-established

Ruben Reddy Architects from

1998 to 2006. The firm

undertook both public and

private sector projects that

included refurbishment of

the SA Reserve Bank, Durban,

V+A Waterfront Residential

in joint venture with Dennis

Fabian Architects, the ICC

Arena with ZAI and Design

Workshop, and additions to

the North Stand of the

Kingsmead Cricket ground

for the 2003 ICC Cricket

World Cup.

An appointment in 2005 to

the 2010 World Cup Local

Organising Committee as

part of the 4-person

Technical Team tasked with

the Stadium Roll-Out

followed. Ruben sat on the

FIFA team to write two

editions of the FIFA Football

Stadiums: Technical

Recommendations and

Requirements in 2007 and

2011. These publications are

used throughout the football

world as a guideline for

Stadium development.

During the period from

2007 to 2015 notable

projects included National

Stadium for Slovenia, One

and Only Hotel, Cape Town,

again with Dennis Fabian

Architects, King Shaka

Airport, Durban, with

Osmond Lange Architects,

2018 Russian World Cup Bid,

designing six stadiums

included in the bid book, the

International Association of

Sports and Leisure Facilities

(IAKS) award-winning Bolshoi

Ice Palace for the 2014 Sochi

Winter Olympics with

Mostovik, competitions with

Tabanlioglu Architects for the

Japanese National Stadium

(5th Place), the FC Krasnodar

Stadium in Russia (2nd Place)

and the Kosovo National

Stadium (1st Place, still to be

commissioned). Further

developments included the

establishment of offices in

Cape Town and Johannes -

burg.

To date Ruben has been

engaged in designing and

overseeing the construction

of 16 hospitals around South

Africa with the latest being a

500 Bed ICU facility in the

Chris Hani Baragwanath

Hospital Complex for Covid-

19 patients. The Nelson

Mandela Children’s Hospital

with Sheppard Robson (UK)

and Gapp Architects won a

SAIA Award of Merit. In 2018

the firm was invited by Ryder

Architects in the UK to be

part of a global Alliance.

Collaborative work in the UK

with Ryder and in Australia

with i2C are ongoing.

Internationally Ruben sits

on the Expert Panel of the

International Association of

Sports and Leisure Facilities

(IAKS), which is based in

Cologne, Germany. He has

spoken at 5 World Stadium

Conferences in Doha and

chaired one in Istanbul, two

FIFA World Cup Conferences

in Brazil and Russia, two

Soccerex Conferences in

Manchester and Durban, two

IAKS Conferences and two

Colosseum Conferences in

Orlando, Florida and Doha.
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After serving two terms as

President of SAIA-KZN, 2015-16 and

2017-18, in September 2021, KZN

member Ruben Reddy took over

the reins as President of SAIA from

another of that famous Yr1 Class of

’82, Kate Otten.
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TOP: Entrance lobby. ABOVE: The roof of the dome is covered with aluminium panels, decorated with 38 000 LED

lights which illuminate the outside of the arena at night.

FAR RIGHT, from top

CROSS SECTION: Visitors enter the arena from the podium level, the open, public space around the building. The

spherical dome spans 193m x 142m with a maximum height of 40m.

ENTRANCE LEVEL PLAN: The rectangular plan framed by the ellipsoid outline of the spherical dome. The Bolshoy

Ice Dome is a multi-purpose indoor arena located in Olympic Park, Sochi, Russia. Opened in 2012, the 12,000-seat

arena was primarily constructed to host hockey competitions during the 2014 Winter Olympics;

SITE PLAN: Ice dome at left.

Rita Makanjee, London

After graduating, my first few

years working with Sally

Adams in Durban were

formative and memorable.

With relocation to London in

1998, I initially joined a studio

shared by three small

practices with a mix of private

residential and commercial

projects.

Since then, I’ve had the

opportunity to work at small

to medium sized practices on

a diverse range of projects.

Highlights include working at

John Miller + Partners and

many rewarding years at

Greenhill Jenner Architects.

Key works included the

Breast Care Centre at St

Bartholomew’s Hospital and

Key Worker housing, also in

London. 

Sadly, both practices

succumbed to the faltering

economy of the early 2000s

and were forced to close shop.

With the universal upheaval of

2020, I am now a sole

practitioner, once again

working on domestic scale

projects and enjoying

something of a recovery in

prospects. It is also the year

my eldest daughter has started

university, and so the wheel

turns.

St Barth seminar room.
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T
HIS TRAINING AND RESEARCH FACILITY involved upgrading and

extending an existing environmental research facility to create a

Rural Knowledge Hub. The campus provides an internationally

recognised, alternative teaching platform for in-situ research into

indigenous fauna and flora, conservation, and socio-economic

policy and practice for rural communities. Researchers gain first-

hand training and experience of working with rural communities.

In turn, the communities become participants in developing the various research

programmes, interventions and training.

Our solution included a phased approach that allowed implementation at

various stages as funds permitted while ensuring a coherent final product. 

Phase one, which focused on public spaces, was located on previously

disturbed ground within the 350ha site. Conceptually, the design linked individual

units with covered walkways in a way that allowed us to accommodate existing

terrain and protected trees while creating opportunities to form courtyards and

gathering places and informal teaching spaces and opening up visual connections

with the surrounding landscape. This arrangement references local cultural

settlement patterns that give prominence to the spaces between buildings as

much as to the actual built form.  The facility is inclusive and access for people

with various disabilities was carefully considered. 

Economic, social and environmental sustainability were a natural extension of

the design approach. The choice of materials, use of available skills, passive climate

control, rainwater collection and sewerage purification are all employed to this

effect. The surrounding communities were involved, using local materials, skills and

labour. During construction, a rigorous environmental management plan was imple -

mented. Finally, the landscape design guides the rehabilitation of previously dam-

aged areas to ensure the future protection and preservation of the environment. 

Despite its remote location, the project was built on time and delivered within

budget, and with a perfect safety and environmental record. Our practice also

designed, procured and installed the interior furniture and fittings.  o

Kate Otten, 
Johannesburg. 
Immediate-past SAIA-
President, 2020-21

architecture and sought to

create possibilities for a

contemporary African

sensibility.  

Her practice, Kate Otten

Architects, which she

established a year after

graduating, has developed

into a well-recognized South

African practice with a varied

and prolific body of work,

including important public

buildings and places of

memory.  The practice has

received numerous awards

both locally and

internationally and has been

widely published; known for

her practice’s unapologetic

focus of weaving together

local materials, skills, politics,

light, and landscape to create

places that feed and nurture

the human spirit, her work

has a strong resonance of

‘place’.     

Kate Otten started her

architectural studies at the

University of Natal; falling in

love with architecture during

her year out at Muhammad

Mayat Architects while

building mosques in Malawi

from sun-baked mud bricks,

inspired by the work of

Hassan Fathy.  She graduated

with 100% for her design

thesis at the University of the

Witwatersrand in 1987 – the

last year that Pancho Guedes

was head of school.

Emerging as part of a

ground-breaking generation

of women architects in the

late 1980s’ apartheid South

Africa, Kate Otten has

challenged the dominant

‘Western’ approach to

Serving as President of

SAIA during the Covid

pandemic, Kate remains an

active voice for

transformative practice,

particularly with respect to

the role of women. Locally,

she mentors young

practitioners, examines,

lectures and maintains links

with several schools of

architecture. Internationally,

she is an informal

ambassador for South African

architecture through her

engagements as speaker and

juror at international events

in locations as varied as

Mauritius, Sri Lanka, Hong

Kong and

Prague. 

WITS UNIVERSITY

RURAL CAMPUS, LIMPOPO

This project was honoured with a 2018 Medal of Excellence by the Union of

International Architects; a 2019 Award of Excellence by the African Union of

Architects and a 2013 Award for Architecture by SAIA-Limpopo.  – Editor

‘Before the storm’ painting by Amanda West.

ted to Texas where I studied

Urban Planning at A&M. On

my return I worked in

Swaziland, with Allan Marais

Associates in Stellenbosch,

and KMH in Cape Town, in

1995. Construction had just

begun on the Red Cross

Children’s Hospital when an

offer came for my husband

from Luxembourg.

I told KMH I would be gone

for two years. That was 23

years ago. Meanwhile I

swopped my T-square for

paint brushes. The mountains

called in 2008 – a financial

role for my husband, while I

capture the spirit of

Graubünden on canvas. The

architectural story will contin-

ue through my youngest

daughter, currently enrolled

for Architecture at ETH.

Amanda West, 
née Smith, Graubünden
canton, Switzerland

1982 found me enrolled at

UKZN Architecture School,

our class brimming with exu-

berant personalities. Fiercely

competitive, we nevertheless

inspired each other, drawing

and singing along with

Rodriguez until dawn.

Following graduation and

working in Durban, I took up

a Rotary scholarship and jet-

Stuart Walker, Denver,
Colorado, USA

After three years of

studying Architecture, I

took a look at the wealth

of talent of my

classmates and realized I

was hopelessly

outclassed, so I decided to

go and do something easier,

and I joined the SA Air Force.

I qualified on fighter jets and

also spent a year with the

Chilean Air Force on a pilot

exchange programme. 

In 1994 I joined United

Nations and flew for World

Food Program doing relief

work throughout Africa. I was

based in Luanda where I met

the woman who I would

marry; she worked for Save

the Children and hailed from

the USA. 

SAA was my next career

stop where I flew Boeing

737s and 747s. My wife and I

moved to the USA in 1999.

After just 18 months of com-

muter flying, I was hired by

Cathay Pacific based in New

York. I have been with Cathay

for 22 years and presently fly

the Boeing 777 out of San

Francisco. I live in Denver and

have a son in college and a

daughter in high school.
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The roofs linking the units follow

the natural topography of the site.

The movement of local fauna is

undisturbed, and animals can

move freely between and among

the buildings and walkways,

affirming a traditional respect for

nature.
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HOUSE MASOJADA+ROBERTSON

Janina Masojada,Durban

1981 ukzn. 1983 uct

1984 prac. year work+travel

1989 m.arch mit usa

1990 returned to SA.

collaborative self-employ ment

[community development

projects, education+training]

[my favourites: zamani street

children shelter, the herb-

traders’ structures on warwick

ave with city architects]

1998 omm design workshop

[dws] was formalized with

partners Erik Ørts-Hansen,

Andrew Makin and me after

the international competition

award for the new

Constitutional Court,

completed in 2004, together

with Paul Wijgers from 

Urban Solutions 

[refer kz-nia journal 1/2004] 

[my favourite: the new

constitutional court building,

the thrill, client+ judges,

artists, builders, + our

committed office work-force

all tuned in to our new

democracy history making,

into a collaborative conceptual

design development process –

it was the time of our lives]

for me – no work has come

close iro a sense of import -

ance, purpose + meaning

dws was fantastic fun 

[refer kz-nia journal 2/2016,

Women in Architecture:

professional+personal+

political timeline]

2013 I retired/stepped

outside,

to home work + home life

[hopeful for more creativity,

tactility, an expanded

community,

for some self, because I could,

I wanted more, I had less to

give, I was missing out not

being at home, etc]

painting, poetry, pottery,

parenting + partnering. 

my search for an [other]

purpose continuing. 

maybe it will always

design=problem solving

=identification of problem 

to solve

= dissatisfaction!

[my favourite: our house + our

home life. the brief to make

space for happiness, beauty, a

sense of place, peace, escape,

sharing, family life, friendship]

2021 that’s now 

come and visit x 

O

OUR HOUSE, 

project ‘plot’, 

my palette, 

our home 

where we have been living since occupation

in 2011 [me at 48, son Aleks 10, daughter

Klara 9, and my husband Bruce]

continuous spatial research, growing 

+ shrinking, wide-open + cellular, our urban

lot.

an event-location, public park, a verandah,

and a cave, a hill-top village, sanctuary

retreat, gallery, library, studio, office, rooms

for rent, self-sufficient [covid bubble] agri

intent.

an expression of our living, thinking, our

changing.

an architecture designed to respond and

also provide.

a life-scale model, it is occupied often with

extended family+friends, music, big cooking,

honey + garden vegetable harvests, children

grown here into young adults, many modes

of constantly evolving being to which this

house is the constant in its collaborative

spatial evolution. variations in what it is and

what it can be my imaginations constant

engagement.

it embodies Durban as you knew it, dense

vegetation texture + colour, [think Rodney

Harber] we track the sun’s rising over the

ocean and arcing through north [facing as

per Derek Wang] to setting west making

orange-pink there over the Inanda and a

Thousand Hills valleys. the soundtrack a

chorus of calls to prayer, neighbourhood

security walkie-talkie chit-chat, the passing

through wildlife troops of monkeys, making

dogs bark, raucous hadedas, frogs, egyptian

geese and Mitchell Park peacocks.

different + familiar, survivalist + optimistic,

both removed + bedded in local context. o

O
O
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A
RCHITECTURAL projects appear in different ways and when

the chance to be part of a piece of major infrastructure

through the heart of London in the form of the Crossrail

project came up, I leapt at the opportunity to be the lead

designer for the platforms (sub surface)

design at Farringdon Station, 2012

to completion in 2018. 

The platforms are some of the longest on the

network and span the distance between the existing

Farringdon and the adjacent Barbican London

Underground stations. Unfortunately, due to ongoing

issues with the rail signalling the station was not able to

open to the public however this is on track to happen in

2022. o

Colin Sweby, London

I have always been drawn to

technology and when I was

co-awarded the prestigious

Geoffrey le Sueur scholarship

for overseas study I took the

opportunity to explore the

work of so called ‘British

High-Tech’ architecture and

travelled to London in March

of 1990.

I returned to South Africa

in 1993 to deliver the findings

and to complete my

registration as an architect.

Working with Carter Brown &

Baillon in Pietermaritzburg I

was tasked with developing

rural schools and clinics in

KZN. This was extremely

rewarding work, especially

the contribution to the

development of local

communities.

In 1996 my personal life

took me back to London to

reunite with my future wife.

A chance meeting with Tom

Wright, architect of the iconic

Burj Al Arab hotel in 2000

saw me join the

international, multi

discipline company WS

Atkins (now SNC Lavalin).

Memorable projects for

me were Raha

International School in Abu

Dhabi and Crossrail

Farringdon Station.

H
OMESTEAD IS A LUXURY, low-

impact lodge currently under

construction on the Nambiti 

Big Five Game Reserve near

Ladysmith, northern KwaZulu-

Natal. 

The juxtaposition of ruins, lake

and escarpment on the site create a triangle of

intensity and possibility for the responder to connect

in a manner that detracts from none but amplifies all.

As a rigorous form in the landscape, the structure

critically links the foci both visually and literally in the

simplest, most understated manner; low slung and

Dean Jay, Durban

Dean was born on the Bluff,

Durban, in 1961, but then his

family moved to Pinetown.

He was ‘educated’ at

Pinetown High School (the

co-ed version) better known

for its prowess in welding

rather than academics or

sport. After initially studying

physics at the University of

Natal, Durban, he quickly

realised that his dreams of a

Nobel Prize may be

misguided, and he

accordingly joined the army in

order to restore his self-

esteem and belief in his

superior intelligence.

Whilst stationed in

northern South-West Africa

(now Namibia) he received his

first architectural commission

to design a bar for the army

base at Eenhana (after telling

the Commandant a small

porky pie that he was in fact

an architect).

He joined the class of ‘82

at the University of Natal

(now UKZN) and never looked

back. He was employed by

Stafford Associate Architects

for three years prior to

moving to London to work

for Fox Taylor Williams

Architects for two years and

then returned to South Africa

in 1992. 

He worked for another

year before starting his own

practice. Besides his

professional career he has

dabbled in various other

businesses such as a barber

shop, Caro Shoes, a Match

Box Design Centre and

Spooky Designs. He also

pursued his love for mountain

climbing, often with Cindy

Walters; another well-known

alumnus of the class of ’82.

HOMESTEAD LODGE,NAMBITI GAME RESERVE

unassuming, it

might be a dam,

an aqueduct or a

wall – it is not

quite a building.

New buildings respectfully and humbly engage

from a distance, not slavishly emulating the existing

ruins, but paying homage to the iconography.

Unexpected from the distant manifestation, surprise

and drama are only revealed from within by the sharp

contrast of sophisticated interiors – a metaphor

evident in the endemic ironstone found in the

landscape and used throughout the lodge. o

FARRINGDON STATION
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M
ELO STUDIOS are two

holiday accommodation units

(Melo meaning chill out and

be mellow).  A 497sqm block

zoned R80 allows a

maximum of four stories.

The client couldn’t get the

parking to work on such a small site and so decided to

scale the project down to two single storey studios.

Trying to get quality, luxury and privacy into 90sqm

and allow space for cars to manoeuvre was a

challenge. 

Although Dunsborough is beachy, these studios are

in the hub of the village so needed to have an urban

vibe. I wanted the streetscape to be interesting so

chose a strong rhythm of roof shapes, lofty for the

main interior contrasted with the gradual slope in the

bedrooms which feels protective and intimate.

The main bedroom en-suite has a sumptuous

1500mm diameter stone bath. The sliding doors

lead onto a private garden courtyard to create an

experience of bathing outdoors.  A sunny deck with a

BBQ allows for outdoor living and a connection to the

Dunsborough café strip. 

Materials chosen are polished concrete flooring,

KingKlip700 cladding, Colourbond framing with infill

panels of horizontal Burnt Ash finished with a SiOO:X

Ingrid Spelman née Kirk,
Dunsborough, 
Western Australia

After graduating in 1988 I

worked in Johannesburg and

Cape Town. I emigrated to

Ireland in 1998 where I joined

Brian O’Halloran & Associates.

I studied part-time and

completed a Master of Urban

and Building Conservation

degree at University College

Dublin. I worked on

interesting restoration

projects, including extensions

to Cliff House, an Arts and

Crafts house next door to

Bono’s house in Killiney

overlooking the Irish Sea. 

Life suddenly changed in

July 2003 when I was made

an associate, turned 40 and

got married. Rosemary was

born the year after, and

James arrived in 2006.

In 2009 we decided to

emigrate to Australia to enjoy

a more relaxed lifestyle with

better weather. We chose to

settle in Dunsborough, a

coastal village, some 250

kilometres south of Perth, as

my sister had a holiday house

there and we fell in love with

the bush and the beaches.

Our local parish priest

(from Jo’burg) engaged me

to design the St George’s Op

Shop* and then the Family

Centre, and that initiated the

setting up of my practice,

Dunsborough Design. Based

on my Irish experience and

current registration, I was

able to register as an

architect in Australia.
*Op Shop is an ‘Opportunity Shop’,

it means a shop that sells second-

hand goods at cheap prices. 

Erik Ørts-Hansen,
London

Thirty-three years since

graduation.  A frustrating,

exciting, depressing time,

with more highs than lows.

The South African trilogy

of work is still my highlight.

The Warwick Avenue Bridge

(KZNIA Journal 3/2001). A

project about connections

and making something from

very limited resources. The

Constitutional Court (KZNIA

Journal 1/2004), a very

serious opportunity to make a

statement. The Cape Town

Stadium, the mature product.

My journey has not actually

been about the buildings but

more about the people I have

been fortunate to partner

with. I started with an equal

number of sisters and

brothers. Ruben Reddy, my

dear friend became my first

partner followed by Andrew

Makin and Janina Masojada.

Both, so talented and gifted.

My benchmark. Every scheme

I have ever designed, I have

asked the question: what

would they think?

I have now worked half my

professional life based in the

UK and half in Africa.

‘Agricultural’ Buildings in the

Landscape are my passion.

We drove past Stonehenge

last week. Still a spiritual

epiphany.

MELO STUDIOS, DUNSBOROUGH

protective coating. Full height glazing allows the

whitewashed ply cathedral ceiling to continue to the

outdoor area enhancing the feeling of spaciousness

and escape. o
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and completing my studies, I

have sought to deliver projects

to the highest standards I

could, regardless of the socio-

economic hurdles. 

In 1996 I was asked to join

the University of North

London to develop campus

facilities, improve design

quality and increase

inclusivity. We delivered

an IT facility with Rick

Mather Architects,

a Graduate Centre with

Studio Daniel Libeskind, and

commissioned architects

Kika Magalhães, 
Cape Town

My career started in 1989 at

MacCaffery Wilkinson & Little

in Durban working mainly on

office buildings. A stint at a

London practice before the

recession hit, followed by

designing up-market houses

while working with Michael

Douglas Designs and then

Bruce Stafford Associate

Architects, both in Durban. 

In 1996 with the arrival of

our first son, Roark, I started

MRA Architects with my

husband, Brett Robinson, and

worked in Ladysmith, his

hometown, for a year before

moving to Cape Town. 

Our work has been varied

and interesting. The Langa

including Will Alsop, Ahrends,

Burton & Koralek, and Zaha

Hadid.

Although I have had the

privilege to work across a

wide range, I am presently

focusing on sustainable and

affordable homes with Mix

Developments, which I set

up in 2013 to promote and

deliver to people on lower

incomes. Our model has since

been adopted by the Greater

London Authority and the

Government. There is still so

much to be done.

GRADUATE CENTRE by Daniel Libeskind: I was able to deliver this extraordinary building (in the role as principal

client representative) by one of the foremost architects for what was the second poorest university in England –

his first completed commission in the UK. It is a testament to the foresight of the Vice Chancellor who gave us 

the capacity to go beyond the expectations of academic institutes and deliver a landmark building. 

Museum

and the

Phillippi Market stand out as

being soul-fulfilling as there

needed to be much

community participation. In

the last ten years we have

worked on various

community churches, Reach

Students UCT, Beautiful Gate

in Phillippi, organizations that

are making a difference to

the poor and marginalized.

That is undeniably my

passion. I pray that we will be

able to continue to do this

type of work.

JUBILEE COMMUNITY CENTRE,
OBSERVATORY, CAPE TOWN

J
UBILEE COMMUNITY CENTRE

comprises a Welcome Lounge, Hall,

Church, Admin Centre, Mercy Store

for donated goods and furniture, a

series of eight multi-purpose rooms,

safe play park, and vegetable

garden, and a Public Clinic. In my 32

years of practice this is the most meaningful project 

I have had the privilege to work on.

A former building supplies warehouse was

converted into a community church with various

social ministries geared towards assisting the needs

of the community. The architectural challenge was to

ensure diverse circulation for a large number of

people in the very deep spaces of the old

warehouse, whilst ensuring natural light reached into

all the spaces. This was achieved by establishing a

series of broad internal arcades by placing all the

rooms on the periphery and allowing as much

natural light to penetrate to the arcades as needed.

Walls were limited to door height wherever

possible and glazed over, and doors glazed. The

resulting feeling is one of spaciousness and

connectedness as the ceilings visibly extend beyond

the bounding walls. Light reaches even the deep

recesses of the space, and views of the sky are

typical throughout the building. 

The low budget project required that texture and

richness of material be limited to very key moments,

with the balance dry wall painted. Timber, klompje

masonry, and glass add most character. o

Pieter Zitman, London

Collaboration is something I

believe is vital in delivering

good architecture. Since

arriving in England, in 1988,
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YELLOWWOOD COTTAGE, CAPE TOWN

Bruce Clark, Brisbane

After graduation I worked

with Geraghty Little

McCaffery before joining

Stauch Vorster and working

under Ivor Daniel and

completing my professional

registration. After a two-year

internship it was time for the

compulsory military service.

While in the military,

General Sales Tax (GST) was

introduced, and I attended a

workshop and decided to

register my own practice in

September 1991. That kept

me occupied for the next 21

years.

My practice in

Durban was small

and I have fond

memories of the

various projects and

staff who worked

with me. Project

highlights were the

DHS Media Centre

for which the team

landed a KZNIA

Conservation Award

(see KZ-NIA Journal

2/2001), Clifton school

upgrades, and Master

Builders Association where I

was able to put into practice

the Green Star system I had

learnt in 2008, when I

attended the International

Sustainability conference in

Melbourne (see KZ-NIA

Journal 1/2011). I also spent a

few years lecturing in

Sustainability and

Professional Practice

at both DUT and

UKZN. I was KZNIA

President, 2005-06,

and served on the

SAIA practice

committee for ten

years. 

Once I relocated to

Brisbane in 2012, I

worked on high rise

residential projects, offices

and several hotels while at

Noel Robinson Architects. The

biggest were the 5-star

Pullman and 3.5-star Ibis

hotels, and I was also involved

in the interiors. The value was

over $80m. I have since moved

to GHD Woodhead in Brisbane

where I am now a Director of

Architecture and working on

Defence projects. 

Ibis Hotel.

T
HINKING BACK ON MY

first year, I recall hard

lessons on the

synonymity of culture,

context, material and

technology in design,

all of which

challenged my individual whim and set

me up on a sensible road that linked

most of the components of a sound,

built environment.

The process of designing and

building this medieval green framed

cottage speaks to this early learning

curve in that it similarly exposed and

challenged our intuitive responses to

building design.

The timber is green to be formed by

hand. Short, as it is heavy with low wet

strength, oversized to maintain its

Brett Robinson, 
Cape Town

Through varsity I ran my own

studio, inner city projects,

associating with

professional

architects for any

work larger than

350sqm. When I

graduated,

together with my

wife, Kika Magalhães,

we started Magalhães

Robinson Architects, MRA.

Following a project to

Gordons Bay, we settled in

Rondebosch.

We did a few mixed-use

and cross-subsidised projects,

which oddly grew our

commercial client base, and

we unintentionally found

ourselves slicing fees for

crazy deadlines and corporate

colours.

Working with the City of

Cape Town we realised the

value of a good client, and we

switched out of our com -

mercial work. Unfortunate ly,

our public work ran aground,

but Cape Town’s residential

housing cycle has been

strong for a long period, and

the scale and personality of

this work had remained a

good fit for us.

I have been teaching at

UCT Landscape Department

and continue to teach part-

time.

shape until dry, and to contain static

pegged wooden joints. Scribing requires

interdependent modules to

be laid out individually

which generates

dense planar

modules. The

smaller grid

challenges our

modern sense of

space, and the

timber’s bad behaviour

until dry forces its independence of its

secondary skin. It needs to be exposed

to the air around it.

We found the structurally dense

architectonic excessive and deviated

from tradition to lighten the structure

and add a loft space. We replaced by a

propped hip beam to carry a heavy

rafter-purlin. This fascinating journey

into construction with a single material

was proportionate to that which the

liberation rolled steel beams and steel

fixings must have been to its early

adopters. 

The protrusion of this ancient

innovation into our modern world bore

with it its humanity. Hand-made

translates into knowing, focus, skill,

conversation, sweat in sheets, measured

rhythms of mallets ringing the heavy

wood. 

That, good trees and a repeat of first

year, is what it took. o
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S
TUDIO COLIN POLWARTH (SCP)

with Corkery Consulting are 

co-winners of the 2021

National Award of Excellence

for Infrastructure for the Pacific

Highway Upgrade in the peak

awards programme of the

Australian Institute of Landscape Architects. 

The award applicant is the Centre for Urban

Design for Transport for New South Wales

(TfNSW).

Quoting from the jury report: the landscape

architect has been instrumental in the delivery of

sustainable outcomes associated with the

planning, design and implementation of the 675-

kilometre duplication of the highway between

Hexham, New South Wales and the Queensland

border. This sweeping green highway provides

panoramic views to the Great Dividing Range and

forests, farmland and coastline. The sustainable

outcomes have been exceptional and include the

provision of an important Connection to Country

[values of the Aboriginal culture of the area the

project is located] and the creation of an

environmentally sensitive and responsive

landscape. Social and environmental outcomes

include the minimizing of visual impacts, the

provision of rest areas and parks, the integrated

design of bridges, tunnels and walls, and the

maximizing of landscape spatial qualities such as

soils, planting and seeding. These measures have

significantly improved the design and created an

outstanding outcome for both the community and

the stakeholders. The depth of thought and

leadership demonstrated in this project has

resulted in a national benchmark for highway

design with an ecological dimension. o

Colin Polwarth, 
Surry Hills, Sydney

Colin earned Certificates of

Merit for Architectural Design

2 (with Mandy West née

Smith) and 3 in 1983 and

1984 respectively. In 1984 he

also won the SA Institute of

Steel Construction Award and

the KZN Institute’s D. Calvert

MacDonald prize for the Best

Student in 3rd Year.

Colin graduated in 1992

from the University of Cape

Town where the urban design

component was led by Prof

Roelof Uytenbogaardt who

instilled in him an

appreciation of large-scale

urban projects. He returned

to UKZN and in 1994 under

the supervision of Prof

Walter Peters completed a

M.Arch degree by research on

Dr Barrie Biermann, who had

infused early foundations in

environmental design.

In 1996, Colin left for

Sydney, where he worked for

leading heritage and urban

design practices. He was the

urban design Associate

before becoming Associate

Director at CM+, and won

many awards including that

by the National Trust for

Bobbin Head and Apple Tree

Bay CMP, and Westlink M7, a

benchmark project. 

In 2012 he founded Studio

Colin Polwarth and has

designed and managed some

of Australia’s largest

infrastructure projects such

as Canberra Metro light rail,

2018, and the multiple award-

winning Pacific Complete.

Colin is currently working on

the Sydney Rozelle

Interchange.

In 2016, his M.Art by

painting was conferred by

UNSW with Excellence, which

led to his current part-time

PhD candidature at the Royal

College of Art, where he is

leveraging his urban design

experience into futures

research in autonomous

vehicles and the city.

PACIFIC HIGHWAY UPGRADE

The project won the 2021 Australian Institute of Landscape Architects, Award of Excellence for Infrastructure.

FROM TOP: St Helena Tunnel near Byron Bay, a premier holiday destination.

Northbound and southbound traffic each occupy a 450m long tunnel with three

lanes, specifically designed to maintain ground water conditions in the

environmentally sensitive area. Designed by Colin as an Associate of CM+ and

administered by Studio Colin Polwarth. Photo by TfNSW

St Helena tunnel interior. The interior design has the largest landscape painting in

Australia. 

Billinudgel Pedestrian Bridge provides safe, universal connection between a

suburb, a school, and a village centre across the Pacific Highway. It is enclosed to

prevent vandals from throwing stones onto motorists travelling below at high

speed. Designed by Colin Polwarth as an Associate of Conybeare Morrison (CM+).

Photograph by SCP.


